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Research and development in the area of fatigue and fracture mechanics 
at the National Aeronautical Laboratory is described, highlighting some 
of the interesting and useful results obtained. The beginning of research 
and development activities at the National Aeronau~ical Laboratory dates 
back to late sixties. Thus what is described in this paper covers work 
over a period of more than a decade. 
INTRODUCTION 
Research and development activities at the National Aeronautical Labora- 
tory, from the very beginning have progressed in two general directions 
namely (i ) Fatigue life evaluation of military aircraft, and development 
of fatigue testing facilities and techniques, ( ii) Analytical and experi- 
mental studies in fatigue crack growth and fracture mechanics. 
Research and Development work in the area of fatigue and fracture mechanics 
started with the development of fatigue testing facilities such as constant 
amplitude fatigue testing machines, single actuator servo hydraulic 
fatigue testing machine with punched tape programmer etc. Experimental 
studies on fatigue crack growth to investigate the effects of overloads 
(Raju 1970) overaging and effects of heat on retardation due to overloads 
(Raju and co-workers 1972) marked the beginning of research in the area 
of fatigue at NAL (National Aeronautical Laboratory). In 1970 the Indian 
Air Force (IAF) indicated interest in fatigue life evaluation of the 
Gnat fighter aircraft which was a fropt line fighter in those 'days. 
Involvement in fatigue life evaluation of the Gnat marked the beginning 
of full scale fatigue testing and life evaluation programmes at NAL. 
Tnis led to the development of a six actuator electro-hydraulic full 
scale fatigue testing facility with a tape addressed individual load 
level programmer and subsequently to the development of a hybrid computer 
controlled 24 actuator full scale fatigue testing facility. This facility 
with hybrid computer control was designed and built to cater to the 
future needs of Indian Air Force in respect of fatigue evaluation of 
fighter/trainer aircraft. 
Analytical and experimental studies by and large are centred around 
various aspects of fatigue crack growth under constant and variable 
amplitude loading and fracture mechanics of thin sheet structures. 
Automated fatigue crack growth testing under flight spectrum loading 
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in computer controlled fatigue machines, fractographic technique of 
determination of crack opening stress, binary coded event registration 
on fracture surfaces, unified analytical modelling of fatigue crack 
growth, studies on the applicability of cycle counting techniques to 
fatigue crack growth prediction under random load histories, experimental 
studies on fatigue crack growth in constant K gradient fields under 
spectrum loading, analytical techniques of S.I.F. determination for 
cracked shells are some of the highlights of recent work at NAL. A brief 
description and discussion of research and development work at NAL is 
presented in this paper in two sections namely ( I )  Fatigue life evalua- 
tion programmes on fighter aircraft and development of fatigue testing 
facilities and techniques (11) Analytical and experimental studies in 
fatigue crack growth and fracture mechanics. 
( I) FATIGUE LIFE EVALUATION PROGRAMMES AND DEVELOPMENT OF FATIGUE TESTING 
FACILITIES AND TECHNIQUES 
(Progress reports - Raju 1973-82, ~alakrishna 1976, Jategaonkar 
and co-workers 1976, Sunder and Raju 1982, Sunder 1 9 8 4 )  
A comprehensive programme of work was taken up in 1970 on the fatigue 
life evaluation of the Gnat fighter aircraft in response to a requirement 
of the I A F .  The Gnat, the smallest fighter in the world, during those 
days was a front line fighter of the IAF and evaluation of fatigue life 
of this aircraft was considered important. The programme involved fatigue 
testing of full size airframes of this aircraft. The programme began 
with an intensive effort to collect, from the operating squadrons, infor- 
mation on flight loads to which the aircraft were subjected to while 
flying different sorties. The information was obtained through flight-log 
sheets from the entire fleet of Gnat aircraft coupled with fatigue meter 
data from five aircraft. A full scale fatigue testing facility with 
six servo-hydraulic actuators was designed and built in the laboratory. 
This facility has a punched tape addressed 32 load level programmer 
with four choices for distribution of each load level among the actua- 
tors. Using this programmer any load history defined as a sequence of 
32 load levels can be programmed and applied on the airframe. 
. . 
The test load programme schedule was evolved from the 'g' spectrum 
(normal acceleration at c.g.) and flight parameter statistics obtained 
from an analysis of the flight load information collected. The load 
programme was on a flight-by-flight basis with load cycles arranged 
in two pyramidal programme blocks (L.H.L) corresponding to two reference 
weights of the aircraft to account for fuel consumption during a sortie. 
Fatigue tests were conducted on full scale airframes in the six actuator 
full scale fatigue facility. Fig.1 shows the Gnat airframe in the test 
rig undergoing fatigue test along with a typical flight load programme 
and the location of the loading patches on the wing. As a result of 
the fatigue life evaluation programTe and the design modifications evol- 
ved significant life extension was achieved for the Gnat aircraft. 
The results also formed valuable inputs in the design of the Ajeet, 
a variant of the Gnat. The Ajeet has the same geometry as the Gnat. 
The main difference is that the wings of the Ajeet have integral fuel 
tanks and hence the wing structure detail is different. Also the Ajeet 
is expected to operate in a role different from that of the Gnat. The 
results of the Gnat programme could not therefore be extrapolated to 

estimate the fatigue behaviour of the Ajeet. Sence the ceed arose for 
fatigue life evaluation prcgrarne on the Ajeet. 
The Ajeet fatigue life evaluation progra?r.e wzs taken u? and rece?,tly 
ccnpleted. The lcad ?rogramr~ie schzdcle used feu t5s full scale fatigue 
testinq of the Ajeez airfran.2 Is sgain cn a flight-by-flight basis, 
j z t  :r.?ike in the Gnat ,rcgraaDe, t:?? loaa seqxcnze in each flighz is 
rasdcrr. Euei tank a3d cockplr Isressa-Fsazlc~ cycles are also ?arE of 
- -  . rhs rr;ch:-5y-flight loas r e  schesjle. Fig.2 shows the A$eer 
- .  
ai.i.frane ir. z:?e test rig anCercoinc zaciguc resting. Alee shiri~n in the 
- rlgi;re - is a typic21 fligb~ i: t ] ? ~  fliaht-hy-fi-g:7t Load program.~e. 
desig- modification evolve2 Sy 5AL in the light cf the test results 
has aroved " be qcLte fff3c;i~" in s;gn':;-a- ..A- Ai,l,tly &:?anzing the fatigce 
1 i <(2 
- - - - a  
Ti; ^ 
- .  
:initations of the six aetuats~ 7ar;gae testing Eacility in respect 
. - 
of evailablt. test s2ace capab;iitv for simclating the variety of 
:caG disrributions tnd loa6 sequences the airfrane sxperiences i3 service, 
152 tc c're develop-en-l cf a 24 actuator 7cbrid zompilter controlled f-ll 
. .  7 ,. , -  scale fatigue testing racliitg T s < l t n  large tesz space. The facility is 
designad in such a nanner as to snabie fatigcs testing of any contemporary 
fiqhczr or trainer aircraft. Fig.3 shows a discarded airframe rnoun~ed 
< n  t:-.+ test rig for conqissioning krials with the facility. Aiso  shcwn 
i n  ;;o " 
-.. L,.- ~lgcre are che TDC-3:6 diqital and AC-40  analog computers. Fig.4 
acd 5 show the TDC-316 configuration and the functional diagran? of the 
con?Leze contrcl sysL5m. Fiq-5 shows the software developed for fatigue 
zesting any airframe in the full scale fatigue testing facility. This 
facility will cater to the future needs of rhe IAF in respect of fatigue 
life evaluation. 
Facility for  flight data analysis (Sunder and Raju 1982) 
(Sunder and Raju 1 9 8 2 )  
A major and important phase in any full scale fatigue testing programme 
is the process of derivation of load spectrum for the aircraft to be 
tested. An Aircraft Flight Data Analysis System (AFDAS)  was set up to 
derive the 'g' load spectrum and associated flight parameter statistics 
for combat aircraft through an analysis of photofilm based flight data 
records. A schemetic of this system appears in Fig.7 along with a picture 
of the total system. Software was developed to digitise and analyse 
flight data records covering hundreds of flying hours. The process of 
load spectrum derivation is schematically described in Fig.8. ~igitised 
results for a typical flight are shown in Fig.9. The 'g' lcad spectrum 
derived at the conclusion of the analysis can be used in (a) Full-scale 
fatigue testinq of airframes (51 tests on components (c) low cycle fatigue 
studies on notched specimen Id) fatigue crack growth studies. 
s j  
(Sunder 1 9 8 4 1  
An INSTRON computer controlled servo hydraulic fatigue testing machine 
was installed at NAL in 1982. One of the major applications of this 
facility is the generation of a data base on fatigue crack growth proper- 
ties of aircraft materials under constant amplitude and flight-by-flight 
spectrum loading conditions. Photographs of the test set up appear in 
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FPG 'P A L W  FPILGm MTW 
and P r e s s u r e  Distributions 
l - 3  I+- 
r lq.  "In Process of 
Fig 9 - Sequence o f  9-levels with associated altitude, airspeed and 
elapsed time. Data for a typical flight 
Fig.10. Software was developed for fully automated FCG testing with 
provision for control of stress level as well as a pre-assigned function 
of stress intensity factor with crack length. Computer estimates crack 
length by measuring unloading compliance using a crack opening displacement 
gage and referring to a calibration table of compliance versus crack 
length. The crack opening displacement gage developed for crack growth 
testing is shown in Fig.11. In R-Controlled testing the computer after 
each measurement of crack length adjusts the load level to obtain the 
required stress intensity factor. Fig, I 2  shows the flow chart for X- 
Controlled testing. Extensive S mean and K mean controlled fatigue crack 
growth tests have been carried out under flight-by-flight spectrum loading 
of fighter aircraft. All tests have been carried out on single edge 
notched specimen of Al-Cu-Mg and Al-Zn-Mg alloys. Some of the interesting 
results obtained will be discussed in a later section. Fig.73 shows 
a typical flight loading imposed on specimen under spectrum loading. 
The testing software developed has been recently expanded and optimised 
to include automated crack opening stress measurement and to reduce 
test time by eliminating stress peak levels which are below crack opening 
stress level and stress ranges which produce stress intensity range 
below threshold. The fully automated estimation of crack closure and 
opening stress lsvels during a fatigae crack growth test uses an iterative 
ieast square analysis algorithm developed earlier to analyse crack growth 
rate data. The method is schematically described in Fig.24. Tt requires 
application of a complete load cycle each time a measurement is to be 
carried out. This crack closing/opening load determination cycle is 
s, slow downward ramp (0.5 Hz) starting from a load level at which the 
crack is certain to be open (Maximum stress in case of a constant amplitude 
sequence). During this ramp, load and COD sampled every ? O  MS are stored 
(a total of about 200 points), The downward excursion stops at zero 
Icad. A machine code routine then uses the algorithm in Fig.14 to process 
data to determine the load level corresponding to crack closure. This 
is followecl by an upward ramp during and after which the same exercise 
is repeated to determine crack opening load level. The entire cycle 
takes &out 2 seconGs of real time (the time taken for the iterative 
leas? square analysis is a fraction of a second). The procedure includes 
iogic to exclude obviously incorrect estimates. For example, the estimate 
is considered invalid if compliance does not increase with crack length. 
At zhe conclusion of the test, crack opening and closing load levels 
are recorded alongside crack length and number of block3 in the table 
of test results. These form part of the FCP Data Bank file on disk storage. 
This feature permits a more meaningful analysis of test results. Under 
constant amplitude loading, crack closure data permit correlation of 
stress ratio effects. Under spectrum loading, they provide a basis for 
explaining load Interaction effects. Implementation of the proposed 
Sop determination technique appears to be an attractive prospect. It 
must be pointed however that it has certain intrinsic limitations associa- 
ted with the mounting of the gage. As the crack grows away from the 
edge (a 15 m m ) ,  the Sop estimates tend to become more and more unreliable 
as will be seen in data presented below. Further, the accuracy of the 
technique even at small crack lengths requires validation using other 
proven techniques. It is proposed to carry out such an exercise using 
the electron fractography technique proposed by Sunder and Dash (19821. 
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FIG 15 FLOW-CHART FOR ON-LINE FATIGUE AfahiLYsxS 
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The elinination of stress levels which are below the crack opening stress 
level and of stress ranges which give raise to 4 K  levels below threshold, 
during a test requires on line fatigue cycle analysis. The ornissipn 
levels needs constant readjustment since the crack length is changing. 
The process is to eliminate the below threshold excursions in the Markov 
matrix of occurrences of range and peak level combinations derived from 
the P4arkov matrix of excursions by rainflow cycle counting method. Fig.15 
shows the flow chart for on line fatigue analysis used for eliminating 
load peaks which fall below the omission level e ,  crack opening 
level) and load cycle ranges which fall below the omission range (deter- 
dried from threshold K consideratio&). Full details of this technique 
has been reported by Sunder, 1984. 
Analytical studies carried out in fracture mechanics and fatigue 
crack growth are generally in the following areas. 
( 1 )  Determination of stress intensity factors 
(2) Development of computer software for generating S-N curves 
for spectrum loading 
(3) Studies on variability in fatigue life due to strengthening 
mods applied to aircraft in service 
( 4 )  Studies on plastic energy dissipation rate during stable crack 
growth under biaxial loading 
(5) Modelling of stable crack growth under mnotonically increasing 
applied stress using energy balance considerations 
(6) Development of unified approach to modelling fatigue crack 
growth based on energy balance considerations. 
(A-1) De-tion of stress intensity factor 
(i) Cracked isotropic and laminated anisotropic cylindrical. shells: 
(Lawrinarayana & co-workers 1982, Murthy and co-workers 1983) 
While the problem of cracks i n  shells has been treated in 
the past exclusively by integral equation methods, an alternative 
technique based on differential equation approach has been 
successfully used to obtain stress intensity factors for through 
the thickness cracks in isotropic cylindrical shells. Perturba- 
tion solutions in the curvature parameter have been obtained 
for symmetric as well as arbitrarily oriented cracks. These 
are quite accurate for srnall values of curvature parameter. 
Numerical solutions have been obtained for large values of 
curvature parameter by satisfying the crack sursace boundary 
conditions using numerical procedures. An elegant transformation 
technique has been used to transfom the solution in elliptic 
co-ordinates to local polar co-ordinates centred at the crack 
tip in order to recover the singular stress field in a form 
KNR - I 6 
convenient for evaluating stress intensity factors. 
Charts have been developed from which mode I and mode 11 compo- 
nents of both membrane and bending stress intensity factors 
can be directly obtained over a wide practical range of the 
parameter involved. Fig.76 shows some typical results. 
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FIG 16 STWSS INTENSITY FACTORS FOR ARBITRARILY ORIE-  
NTED CRACKS I N  PRESSURISED CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 
A finite element model for the analysis of laminated composite 
cylindrical shell and flat plates with through the thickness 
cracks has been developed. Analysis takes into account aniso- 
tropic elastic behaviour, bending extensional coupling and 
transverse shear deformation effects. The parabolic isopara- 
metric cylindrical shell elements (both singular and regular 
elements) used in this model employ independent displacement 
and rotation interpolation in the shell middle surface. 
(ii) Cracked plates in bending 
(Hartranft and Sih 1968, Viswanath and co-workers 1984) 
A general solution has been developed for the symmetric bending 
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stress distribution at the tip of a crack in a homogeneous 
isotropic plate taking shear deformation into account tnrougn 
Reissnerts theory. The solution obtained is in terms of polar 
co-ordinates at the crack tip and include the complete class 
of solutions satisfying all the three boundary conditions 
along the crack. Typical results are shown in Fig. 17 for a 
square plate with a centre crack subjected to bending. Using 
these solutions in a finite element technique, a method has 
been developed to solve any problem of bending of cracked 
plates without any restrictions on the value of the thickness 
to crack length ratio. 
Recently the effect of crack face bearing on stress intensity 
factors for a cracked plate under bending loads has been taken 
into account. 
( W . 2 )  D e v e l o ~ n t  of computer software for generating S-N curves for 
spectrum loadinq 
Landgraf and co-workers 1977, Sunder 1982, Sunder and Raju 1984) 
Engineering structures and machine components often experience 
complex sequence of service loads. Local cyclic stresses and 
strains at the root of notches (stress concentrations) determine 
the progressive accumulation of fatigue damage. As shown in Fig.18 
notch root mean stress and mean strain can be load sequence sensi- 
tive. This aspect of notch root material behaviour can be accounted 
for if the local stress-strain approach is used Tor fatigue analysis. 
This procedure is schamatically described in Fig.19. It is normally 
implemented on high speed digital computers which permit rapid 
cycle-by-cycle fatigue analysis over thousands of fatigue load 
cycles. This is a widely used technique in the automobile and 
aircraft industries. 
Computer based fatigue analysis can also be used to generate S- 
N curves for spectrum loading. Such curves provide a direct refer- 
ence for the fatigue designer in design stress notch factor trade 
offs. The format of such curves is shown in Fig.20. Compqter software 
has been developed for computer generation of spectrum loading 
S-N curves. The software includes elements which contribute to 
high computation speed with moderate memory requirements. This 
activity is described in detail by Sunder, 1982. 
(A.3) Studies on variability in fatigue life due to strengthening d s  
applied to aircraft in service 
(Dash 1983) 
Strengthening mods at fatigue critical areas indicated in a full 
scale fatigue test have to be necessarily applied to aircraft 
in service to achieve the required fatigue lives at these areas. 
Essentially, strengthening mods bring down the stress levels at 
the areas where they are applied and thus improve the fatigue 
life. The achieved safe life depends on the stage in se5vice life 
at which the strengthening mod is applied and also the variability 
in the effectiveness of the strengthening mod in reducing the 
stresses. The effectiveness of the strengthening mod or patch is 
defined by the so called patch factor given by 
KNR. 18 
VARIATION OF STRESS INTENSITY PACTOW WITH 
h /  e RATIO 
o PRCSCMT ODWTIOM FOR L / B  -10 
h t a  
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F I G  1 7  STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS FOR F I N I T E  SIZE CENTRE 
CRACKED PLATES UNDER BENDING OBTAINED BY F I N I T E  
ELEMENT ANALYSIS BASED ON HIGHER ORDER PLATE THEORY. 
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FIG 18 N O T C i  R O m  mM STRESS- 
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e ;fe [ f b g t n ~  h o u r s ;  
F I G  2 0  TYPICAL SPECTRVfl 52%' CCUF%"NES GINEPATED 9 Y  
FATIGUE ANALYSIS BASED ON LOCAL STRESS-STFAIN BPPRCSACH 
Stress with the patch Patch factor Ef = 
Stres3 without the patch 
The safe life with a strengthening patch has been obtaiced as 
a function of the service life at which the patch is applied 
expressed as a fraction of the safe life with the patch, The 
iafiuence of patch factor variability load spectram variability 
etc. on the safe life has been investigated. Fig-2': shows some 
typical results. 
e.o,v, in patch faeesr 
C*O,V. 
FIG 21 EPPES@T OF VARIEkE3IL x2-X PATCE FAmOR SAFE - 
LrnE 
(A-4) s4analysis of plastic ene~qy assipfiaea rate d m h g  s-&&le crack 
(Raju 1979, 1980, Raju and Dash 1979) 
It has been recognised that the plastic fiefomtion field at 
the tip of a crack extending under increasing appSied stress 
is different from the plastic deformation fie15 a", the tip of 
a stationary crack subjected te an increasing q p l i e d  szress. 
This difference arises due to the fact thar crack extension brings 
about unloading in certain regions close t- -21 =rack tip while 
the stress and strains illcrease in oxher rsgtona, The extent 
of unloading depezds on the rate of chznge of ap1Fed stress 
with respect to crack length or crack extension. This was first 
recognised by Valluri (1965) in his early work. Considering these 
aspects an analysis has been made for plastic energy dissipation 
rate during stable crack growth under K-controlled small scale 
yielding conditions using a quasi-stationary approache for equi- 
biaxial loading (Raju 1969, 1980 ) Plastic energy dissipation 
rate obtained in a non-dimensionalised form has been found to 
be a function of the stable crack growth parameter which is nothing 
but the rate of change of plastic zone size with crack length, 
and stress-strain curve parameters such as the strain hardening 
coefficient. It is to be noted that the rate of change of plastic 
zone size with crack length is also a function of the rate of 
change of applied stress with crack extension. In obtaining plastic 
energy dissipation rate, the energy dissipated in a small fracture 
process zone in the immediate vicinity of the crack tip and located 
within the plastic zone is not considered as deformation in the 
zone is highly inhomogeneous due to the fracture processes active 
in the zone. The boundary of the fracture process zone (FPZ) 
is assumed to be defined by a critical value of stress or strain. 
Effect of biaxihl loading conditions on plastic energy dissipation 
rate during stable crack growth has also been studied for K-con- 
trolled small scale yielding conditions. In this case the non- 
dimensionalised plastic energy dissipation rate is a function 
of rate of change of plastic zone length with crack extension, 
C,, biaxial stress ratio, 3\ , i . .  , ratio -of stress applied 
parallel to the crack to the stress appl'ied normal to the ,crack 
plane), the ratio of the applied stress normal to the cr3ck plane 
to the yield strength, v ,  and the material stress strain parameters 
such as strain hardening coefficient. An interesting aspect is 
that the plastic energy dissipation rate depends on the applied 
stress path defined by the variation of the applied stress in 
the direction normal to crack plane, with respect to the applied 
stress in the direction parallel to the crack. Fig.22 shows typical 
results obtained for non-equibiaxial loading conditions (Raju 
and Dash 1979, Raju 19803 
(A.5) Modelling of stable crack growth under monotonically increasinq 
applied stress using energy balance considerations 
( R a j ~  1960, 1979) 
In the case of a stationary crack with progressively increasing 
plastic zone under a monotonic increase in applied stress, the 
rate of energy absorbea l n  the plastic zone is equal to the rate 
of energy release due to the plastic zone. This idea has been 
used to set up an energy balance equation governing energy changes 
due to growing plastic zone at a stationary crack tip under mono- 
tonic increase in applied stress. A critical level of energy absor- 
bed in a fracture process zone (FPZ) inside the plastic zone is 
taken as the condition for the onset of crack extension. The subse- 
quent stable crack growth phase is assumed to be controlled by 
constant rate of flow of energy into the fracture process zone. 
The rate of flow of energy into the fracture process zone is equal 
to the energy release rate minus the rate of energy absorbed in 
the plastic zone outside of the FPZ. Thus the plastic zone acts 
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FIG. 22 V A R I A T I O N  OF NORMALISED PLASTIC  ENERGY D I S S I P A T I O N  
RATE J Zjp\da WITH B I A X I A L  STRESS R A T I O  h FOR 
DIFFERENT VALUES OF 8, C, AND n AT 1.6 AND 2Jee= 0 
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as an energy shield for flow of energy into the FPZ. Such an idea 
was first proposed by Hatqer ( ; 9 6 6 3  and subsequently by Broberg 
(1975). Using these concepts an energy balance equation governing 
thestable crack growth phase has been set up and solved to obtain 
stable crack growth curves for an infinite piate with a central 
crack subjected to increasing stess normal to the crack plane 
applied at infinity, Fig.23 shows some typical stable growth curves 
obtained indicating the effects of initial crack length, and 
plastic zone size at onset of crack extension, 
bA.6) d f  ied 
based on energy balance considerations 
Models of fatigue crack growth under constant amplitude loading 
can be broadly classified into four groups. 
Group 1: mdels based on crack tip stress, strain or displacement 
governing crack extension. In this group of models, crack growth 
is related to: 
1 .  Strain hardening to fracture of a volume of material 
at the crack tip proportional to plastic zone size (Bead, 
1953; McEvily and Illg, 1959; Valluri, 1961; Valluri and 
others, 1963). 
2. A critical stress or strain being attained at a 
point ahead of the crack tip and distance of this point 
from the crack tip (Weiss, 1964; Krafft, 1964, 7965)- 
3. Accumulation of plastic strain or displacement to a 
critical value and the distance at which this value is reached 
(WeerPlznan, 1969, 1973). 
4. Plastic opening displacement at the crack tip or geometry 
change based on the process of crack tip blunting and resharpen- 
ing or the process of alternating slip on rt45O planes or 
decohesion along f4S0 shear bands at the crack tip (Laird 
and Smith, 7962; Frost and Dixon, 1967; Neman_r! 1967, 1974; 
Lardner, 1968; Tomkins, 7968, 1969; Pelloux, 7970; Donahue 
and co-workers, 7972; SchwaPbe, 1973, 1974; Mcmily, 1974; 
Kuo and Liu, 1976; McEvily and co-workers, 1976; Kanninen 
and co-workers,1977). 
5, Local strain energy density or energy release rate 
(Paris and co-workers, 7 96 1 ; Barsom, 19 7 1 ; Sih and Barthelemy, 
1980; Badalaance, 7980)- 
Group 2: Models based on cumulativs damage governing crack exten- 
sion. In these nodels damage is estimated using low cycle fatigue 
relationships. It is postulated that crack extends as a consequence 
of the accumulation of d m g e  in the material ahead of the crack 
tip experiencing cyclic plastic strains [McClintock, 1963; Yokobori 
and ichikawa, 1968; Liu and Iino, 1969; Yokobori and co-workers, 
1969; Fleck and Atderson, 1969; &fajumdar and Morrow, 1974; Antolovich 
and co-workers, 1975; Duggan, 7977; Cioclov, 1977; La4 and Garg, 
1977; Homma end Nakazawa, 1978; Duggan and Chandler, 1979; Proctor 
and Duggaris 1979; Stouffer and Williams, 1979). 
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EFFECT OF PLASTIC ZONE SIZE AT ONSET OF STABLE 
CRACK GROWTH 
FIG 16 STABLE CRACK GROW'TH Cui?V?3S SHOWING E3?FEm OF I N I T I A L  
CRACK LENGTH AMP PLASTIC ZONE SIZE AT O N S m  OF STABLE 
CRACK GROWTH 
Group 3: Models based on critical level of energy absorption 
or energy balance. In these model;, crack growth rate is related 
either to hysteresis energy absarbed in the cyclic plastic enclave 
or to considerations of energy balance (Liu 1963; Rice, 1967; 
Gallina and co-workers, 1967; Paris, 1969; Wnuk, i 9 7 7 ,  1973; Raju, 
1972; Cherepanov and Halmonov, 1972; Mura and Lin, 1974; Ikeda 
and CO-workers, 1977; Weertman, 1978; Izumi -and Fine, 1979; Raju, 
7980, 1983 ) .  
Group 4: Models based on R-curve concepts evolved to explain 
stable crack growth under monotonic loading. In these models 
crack extension in each cycle is equal- to stable crack growth 
increment under the rising half cycle as estimated using K~ or 
JR curve approach (Musuva and Radon, 1979, 1980; Rhodes and co- 
workers 1981) .  
In addition to crack growth rate equations from these models, 
a number of empirical relationships as a function of K oL- J-integral 
have been proposed (Forman and coworkers, 7967; Pearson, 1972; 
Heald and others, 1972; Richards and Lindley, 1972; Saxena and 
others, 1978; Collipriest, 1972) .  
It is appropriate here to recognise that the discovery of crack closure 
phenomenon (Elber, 1970)  represents an important milestone in the under- 
standing of the mechanics of crack growth. It has resulted in modifications 
to existing equations, often in an empirical manner. The effect of stress 
ratio at intermediate range crack growth rates was explained on the 
basis of crack closure by Elber. Crack closure also explains retardation 
and acceleration effects observed under variable amplitude loading. 
More recently, it has been shown that crack closure can explain decrease 
in near threshold crack growth rates due to aggressive environment and 
the effect of stress ratio on threshold stress intensity (Ritchie and 
others, 1980; Paris and others, 1 9 7 2 ) .  
It is not intended here to comprehensively review the various models 
of fatigue crack growth. Many reviews of the various models of crack 
growth are available in the literature (Rice, 7967; Grosskreutz, 1971; 
Schwalbe, 1974; Maddox, 19751. Efforts have been made to model short 
crack growth behaviour by observing the relation between the threshold 
stress intensity range and the fatigue endurance limit (Topper and Haddad, 
1982) .  
An overview of various models indicates that a 'large number of them, 
notably of Group 1 do not account for stress ratio, fracture toughness, 
thickness, etc. The basis of most models does not permit in their present 
f o m  considerations of the effects of various parameters on fatigue 
crack growth rates in an unified manner. An unified model capable of 
accounting for a number of parameters on crack growtrl under constant 
amplitude loading has been developed (Raju, 1980,  1 9 3 3 ) .  
A detailed description of the basis of this model is available elsewhere 
(Raju, 1972, 1980, 1983 ) .  Let us consider the plastic deformation history 
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at the tip of a crack growing under tensile constant amplitude loading 
with and without crack closure effects. For a crack growing in each 
cycle under fatigue, plastic deformation history consists of hysteretic 
(cyclic) and non-hysteretic (monotonic) components. Hysteretic or cyclic 
plastic deformation occurs in an inner plastic zone referred to as cyclic 
plastic zone. Non-hysteretic or monotonic plastic deformation occurs 
in an outer, monotonic plastic zone. Monotonic plastic deformation occurs 
as a consequence of crack extension. Obviossly, for a stationary crack, 
there will be no monotonic plastic deformation after the first rising 
half cycle. Crack extension at any stage of loading increases the stresses, 
causing additional plastic deformation in some areas near the crack 
tip and decreases stresses causing elastic unloading in other areas. 
Consequently, the effect of crack extension in each cycle is to increase 
the hysteresis loop in some areas and decrease it in the remaining areas 
within the cyclic plastic zone. For the same reason, the monotonic plastic 
zone will be different for a growing crack as opposed to a stationary 
crack under monotonic loading. It has been observed that there is no 
difference in the hysteresis energy absorbed in the cyclic plastic zone 
between a growing and a stationary crack. It was also noted that material 
elements at the tip of a growing crack would have experienced a prior 
history of monotonic and cyclic plastic deformation which would have 
caused damage resulting in a reduction of fracture energy. It is reasonable 
to assume that the reduction in fracture energy is proportional to the 
hysteresis energy absorbed per cycle. 
The effect of crack closure is to reduce the cyclic plastic zone size 
and associated range of cyclic plastic strain experienced by the material 
in the crack tip region. Fig.24 shows the deformation history in various 
regions of the cyclic and monotonic plastic zones with effect of crack 
closure. The neutral lines separating the regions of elastic unloading 
from the rest of the plastic zone are also shown in the figure. Parts 
of the crack lips immediately behind the crack tip deform in compression 
during the unloading half-cycle. 
The important effect of crack closure is the drastic reduction in the 
size of the cyclic plastic zone which is a function of the effective 
stress intensity range, a 4. Crack closure reduces the hysteresis energy 
absorbed in each cycle. 
The changes in external work, elastic strain energy and energy of plastic 
deformation in the plastic zone are considered in constructing an equation 
of energy balance. As mentioned earlier, the crack tip having been in 
a damaged state due to prior plastic deformation history will require 
less energy for fracture or for crack extension. The nature of damage 
may be in the form of voids or microcracks nucleated at boundaries of 
second phase particles which will attract easy slip and the crack may 
extend by slip plane decohesion. The crack may also extend by cleavage 
or ductile fracture of crack tip material depending on the environment 
and the stress intensity range. 
The energy balance equation can be written as 
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where da/dN is the crack growkh rate (dWext/da)(da/dN) is the change 
in external work in each cycle due to crack extension, (due/da)(da/dN) 
is the change in strain energy in each cycle due to crack extension, 
(dIJp/da)(da/dN) is the change in the energy of plastic deformation in 
each cycle due to crack extension. 
The left -and side of the equation of energy balance represents the 
net energy available in each cycle for fracture or crack extension process. 
The right hand side represents energy required for fracture or crack 
extension aft_er taking into account prior hysteretic plastic deformation. 
' The term l"3 is the reduction in energy required for crack extension, - 
Uf da/dN per cycle due to prior deformation history. Hysteresis energy 
may to a considerable extent be dissipated as heat. 
p reflects the fraction of this energy contributing to damage. The 
reduction in energy requjred for crack extension may also depend on 
monotonic (nonhysteretic) plastic deformation. Nonhysteretic plastic 
energy may contribute directly to damage or increase damage due to hys- 
teretic energy. The terms on the left indicate nonhysteretic deformation 
energy is the same as in the case of crack extension under monotonic 
lQading. Influence of nonhysteretic plastic energy on damage due to hys- 
teretic energy is accounted for by taking as 
7L 
.n 
Using the relation between Wp and Wp, the expression simplifies to 
where y is the ratio of the yield stress range to the monotonic yield 
stress, Re is the effective stress ratio, (Sop/Smax) . substituting 2A 
2n - - y - A, 2n = m, one gets 
The hysteretic plastic energy absorbed in the cyclic plastic zone in 
each cycle is shown to be 
where B is a constant depending on the strain hardening coefficient. 
From ( I ) ,  we obtain the following expression for crack growth rate 
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Uf - (dWext/da - dUe/da - dUp/da) = 0 represents the energy balance 
equation governing fracture under monotonic loading or fracture instability. 
For LEFM conditions, the crack growth relation can be written as 
-m 4 
&, 8, ( I -  Re) AKe 
d~ 2 K: - GQ, 
In the above relation it is assumed that hysteretic plastic energy absor- 
bed in the entire cyclic plastic zone contributes to reduction in fracture 
energy. If one considers that the hysteretic plastic energy absorbed 
in a narrow strip in line with the crack and in the cyclic plastic zone 
is effective in reducing the fracture energy, while the hysteresis energy 
absorbed elsewhere in the cyclic plastic zone is dissipated as heat, 
the growth rate relation is obtained for LEFM condition as 
The growth rate relations (6) and ( 7 )  assume that the hysteresis energy 
absorbed in the entire cyclic plastic zone contributes to fracture energy 
reduction and that the hysteresis energy absorbed in a narrow strip 
in the cyclic plastic zone is effective in reducing fracture energy. 
These two assumptions represent extreme conditions. The actual situation 
will be in between. It follows that 
-- 8 
where the exponent p will be between 2 and 4 and Kc is plane stress 
fracture toughness. 
So far, in deriving the growth rate relations, plane stress conditions 
were assumed. Reduction in fracture due to absorbed hysteresis energy 
would be greater for plane strain conditions. Taking this into account, 
we get the following relationship for plane strain conditions 
It is to be noted that A is greater than A reflecting the effects 
2g 1 q 
of triaxial tension and higher tensile stresses normal to the crack 
plane. 
The growth rate relations can be modified to include threshold effects 
as b 
- 
where, Re is the effective stress ratio,~?e is effective stress intensity 
range, - the threshold stress intensity range for plane strain 
conditions, K~~ - is the plane strain fracture toughness. 
It is interesting to note here that the effect of stress ratio at lower 
growth rates is governed by crack closure, while at high growth rates, 
it is controlled by fracture instability conditions. There could be 
situations where at low growth rates, stress ratio effects are evident 
even though crack closure is absent. The term ( ~ - ~ e ) - ~  accounts for 
this possibility. Fig.25 shows the effect of stress ratio as predicted 
by the above relation (plane stress case) with m=O. 
Flat and slant or V-type fracture mudes 
It has been shown that the onset and completion of transition from flat 
to slant mode of fatigue fracture occurs at specific valves of effective 
stress intensity range (Voc Euw -and others, 1982 ) .  It is reasonable 
to assume that the ratio Wp/t (Wp is cyclic plastic zone length ahead 
of the crack tip, t is thickness) is the controlling factor for fracture 
mode transition. It is ofcourse important to note that environment can 
also affect transition (Vogelesang, 1975). The critical values are 
possibly functions of the material, environment and frequency. 
Thickness effect 
The effect of thickness on crack growth rates arises from its effects 
on crack closure, crack extension mode transition and fracture toughness. 
Prior to onset of transition to slant mode, plane strain conditions 
will prevail. During transition, fracture mode is a composite of flat 
and shear. Hence, crack growth rate during transition will be given 
by 
where 7 is shear lip thickness expressed as a fraction of total thick- 
S 
ness, 47<= is effective stress intensity range at mid thickness, A& is 
effective stress intensity range in the surface layers, Re and re are 
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FIG 25 
EFFECT OF STRESS RATIO 
R ON CRACX GROWTH RATE 
CURVE - TRENDS AS BRED- 
ICTED BY THEORY 
F I G  26 EFFECT OF THICKNESS ON CRACK 
GROWTH RATE CURVES - TRENDS 
AS PREDICTED BY THEORY CON- 
PARED KITH EXPERIMENTAL RES- 
ULTS OF SCHVIALBE ( 1979). 
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the effective stress ratios at surface and mid thickness regions respec- 
tively. 
In the above equation, two separate values of 5 and Re have been 
assumed in view of fractographic evidence (Sunder and Dash, 1982) showing 
that crack opening stress level at rnid thickness can be significantly 
Eower than that at the surface. For a range of thickness, the final 
fracture condition may be governed by fracture toughness values between 
Kc and Klc and associated with a composite fracture made. In such a 
situation, the Kcr is governed by K L t )  which can be related to KC, 
C - 
and the shear lip fraction at f racture, ts. as 
The trends in the effect of thickness and crack growth rate, evaluated 
with some assumed values of constants in the growth rate equation are 
shown in Fig.26. They correlate well with experimental d a t a  obtained 
by Schwalbe ( 1979) . 
~t is important to observe that at very high stress ratios, could 
exceed a Kecorresponding to Kmax = Kx This condition is conducive 
to ' pop-in "rack extension. Fig. 27 shows such conditions. Et follows 
that bop-in-an occur even in relatively thin materials ( f  = 2 m9, 
provided the stress ratio is very high. 
Nan L m M  conditions 
Non LEFM conditions can be taken into account in the crack growth rate 
expressions. Three situations need consideration. (i) - The nonotonic 
plastic zone is comparable to crack length or net section. (ii? - Both 
monotonic and cyclic plastic zones are comparable to crack length and 
net section. (iii) - Gross yield. In (i), the growth rate equation can 
be modified using plastic zone corrected Kmax in the denominator. Similarly, 
in case of situation (ii) , one can modify the growth rate relation using 
plastic zone correction for Kmax as well as AIZe. For situation (iii) 
one has to resort to EPFM concepts such as 3 integral. It is to be observed 
that the energy balance equation can be set up in terms of J integral 
since it represents energy release rate and also characterises the stress- 
strain fields at the crack tip in the EPFM range. The growth rate equation 
will take the form 
A l  -Zn-hlg Alloy t = 2mm 
* POP-INH CRACK STENSION 
F I G  27 EFFECT OF S T R E S S  RATIO ON CRACK GRCXJTH RATE CURVES 
FOR P STRESS AND P S T R A I N  INDICATING FRACTURE 
MODE S I T I O N  P O I N T  D P O S S I B I L I T Y  OF "POP-IN" 
CRACK EXTENSION AT HIGH STRESS R A T I O S  
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Correlation of &@st data with mode8 
Fatigue crack growth data were generated under constant amplitude loading 
with stress ratio ranginq from 3 to 0.85 on ? and 5 m thick WB-Cu-Mg 
alloy sheet material (Soviet Di5A.T) alloy). The tests were carried out 
an an INSTROE 7313 servohydraulic computer controlled testing machine. 
S~ftware was developed for fully automated testing (Sunder, 7984).  Figs. 
28 and 29 shcw the crack growth rate daza represented ic formats correspon- 
,2 -ng 2 to the Elber, Porrr.an and proposed equation for crack growth rate, 
As evident fron these figures, the proposed equation offers better correla- 
<- : nm 
&..."A* a 
mviromntal effects 
The structure of the energy balance equaticn is such that it can be 
generalised to include ecvironmental effects, P;-. add~tienal term on 
the righthand side, representing tine de2endent damage due co environment 
needs to be introduced, This has been disccsseS Ln detail elsewhere 
(Raju 1 9 8 3 ) .  It can be shown that superposftioc and process competitior 
znodels of environment assisted fatigue crack growth cac be obtaine2 
as special cases using the generalised er,ergy bahnce equation. In th? 
secting up of the enerGy balance equation and in the subsequent dsrivatio~ 
of the crack growth rate relation, the concepcs of damage, energy balance 
and crack closure are closely involved in a unified manner, 
The unified model of fatigue crack growth described above can be easily 
extended to deal with crack growth under complex load sequences like 
flight-by-flight loading, since the basic parameter that control interac- 
tion effects such crack closure is inherent in the model, Since the 
model is based on hysteresis energy, rainflow cycle counzing for discern- 
ing load cycles for complex load sequences is appropriate to the model, 
The applicability of rainflow cycle counting technique to fatigue crack 
growth analysis under complex load sequences has been established by 
Sunder and co-workers ( 1 9 8 4 )  using a novel fractographic technique. 
General rks 
The unified approach to modelling fatigue crack growth essentially combines 
the concepts of damage, energy balance and the phenomenon of crack closure. 
The model has been shown to account for the effects of a number of para- 
meters, in a logical manner, on crack growth rates. The model is essen- 
tially continuum mechanics based involving continuum parameters and 
as such any efforts towards extending the model to account for microstruc- 
tural parameters may begin with the relationship between continuum para- 
meters and microstructure. An obvious approach to consideration of micro- 
structure parameter and fracture modes or mechanisms is to observe that 
the hysteresis energy absorbed can produce inhomogenous damage leading 
to the situation where energy required for a specific mechanism to operate 
becomes minimal. In its present form the model cannot be directly applied 
to mixed mode fatigue crack growth like under combined K amd K conditions. 
I I I 
This will require recognition of the fact that energy release rate feeding 
to the process of crack extension is dependent on the angle of crack 
extension. Also the hysteresis energy absorbed and the damage resulting 
F I G  28  CORRELATION O F  CRACK GROWH RATE DATA ON 5 m  THICK 
A l . 4 ~  ALLOY FTITI-1 ( a )  FORMAM (b) ELBER (c) PROPOSED 
C7ACK GRO~.JTW RATE RELATIONS 
FIG 29 CORRELATION O F  CRACK GROWTH RATE DATA ON Im THIM 
AI-CU-ALLOY WITH (a) P O R W  (b) ELBER ( c )  PROPOSED 
CRACK GRO?LTW R;9TE RELATIONS. 
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from it could be function of the mode I and mode I1 components of the 
crack tip stress field. 
Experimental studies have been entirely in the area of fatigue crack 
growth with perticular emphasis on variable amplitude loading and inter- 
action effects. Electron fractography has been extensively used in all 
the studies carried out. The following sections describe the studies 
carried out in some detail. 
(B.1) Studies on f a t i p  crack closure and its measurement through 
electron nnicroscopy 
(Sunder and Dash 1982) 
The phenomenon of fatigue crack closure can explain the influence 
of a number of factors on fatigue crack growth. These include 
stress ratio, material thickness, load and environmental history. 
Many experimental techniques are available for measurement of 
crack opening stress. They involve monitoring a certain diagnostic 
parameter (e.g. AC/DC potential drop, crack opening displacement, 
ultrasonic flux etc.) whose variation is related to the interaction 
between applied load and closure of the fatigue crack due to 
compressive residual stresses in the front and in the wake of 
the fatigue crack. Data from the literature show a lack of consis- 
tency in crack opening stress estimated using these techniques. 
A technique has been developed for accurate estimation of crack 
opening stress. This method involves electron fractography of 
the fatigue fracture surface obtained under specially designed 
fatigue load sequences. Experiments were conducted on 5 nun thick, 
70 mm wide single edge notch specimens of an Al-Cu-alloy known 
to be conducive to the formation of fatigue striations. Typical 
results obtained in this study appear in Fig.30. The load sequence 
is with constant maximum stress and stepwise cycle-by-cycle varia- 
tion in minimum stress (Fig. 30 top) . The load signal for this 
sequence was generated by a digital computer. If repetitive blocks 
of such a load sequence are applied, a stable crack opening stress 
will develop which will depend on the maximum and lowest minimum 
stress in the block. According to the crack closure concept all 
the load cycles with minimum stress lower than the crack opening 
stress will have the same effective stress range. As a result 
one will find a group of equally spaced striations associated 
with these load cycles. By correlating the number of such 
striations with the load sequence used the crack opening Stress 
is directly determined.. 
The upper and lower fractographs in Fig.30 correspond respectively, 
to the area close to specimen surface and close to rhe mid thick- 
ness. From the upper photo we can conclude that the crack opening 
stress level is equal to the minimum stress In ;he third and 
thirteenth (first and last equally spaced striaticr, load cycles. 
Similarly it follows from the lower photo -:a? ;*e ,-rack openmg 
h d  swquerpcr! and faligue striatioris ciose to spsc~men 
surface (upper photo) and at mid-thickness 1 3 0 ~ -  g7holol for 
specimen E Is= 5mm3 
For zero stless ratio, 
o - rnsb -!h~cU?ess mqun 
1 - close 30 surface 
P 
m 
0 04 06 08 E 0 
Slress mtm, R 
Relative striation spacing close to silslace and at mid- 
thickness (cuntes according to Equation (1 ?)).  k, values from 
intersection poinxs A and A'. Slope m was selected t o  suit dam for 
mid-thickness region 
FIG 30 FMCTOGEIAPMHC OBSSFWATfQIN OF CRACK BPEnTfNG STRESS 
CLOSE TO SUPS'ACE AND AT MID THI 
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stress level at mid thickness is equal to the minimum stress 
in cycles 6 and 10. These results indicate that the crack opening 
stress level is considerably greater at the specimen surface 
as compared to the mid thickness region. This is further made 
clear in the plot of relative striation spacing (normalised with 
respect to maximum striation spacing) versus stress ratio R of 
the load cycles in a block shown in Fig.30. It is to be appreciated 
that this f ractographic method provides a * simple procedure for 
determination of crack opening stress and its variation through 
the thickness which is not possible by other methods. 
(B-2) B i n q  coded event registration on fztigue fracture smfac@s 
(Sunder, 1982, 1984) 
The fatigue fracture surface contains a permanent "record" of 
the cycle-by-cycle growth of the fatigue crack. With the assistance 
of electron fractography this information can be analysed to 
determine load history leading to failure (failure analysis1 
and the effect of material microstructure, load sequence, frequency, 
environment and other factors on fatigue crack growth behaviour. 
In the case of laboratory simulated fatigue failures, the objective 
is to study the nature and width of fatigue striations induced 
by a specific variation in fatigue load, frequency, environment 
etc. A major problem in such studies is the identification of 
the precise region (micro region) of interest at very high magni- 
fications. The problem is further aggravated if part through 
or embedded cracks are being investigated or if transmission 
electron microscopy is used to study replicas. In the case of 
the former the crack front geometry cannot be closely monitored 
during the test as a function applied load cycles. In the case 
of the latter the replica contour is liable to be distorted during 
preparations rendering it almost impossible to associate it with 
any location on the fracture surface. 
Ekploratory studies carried out show that load sequences can 
be designed to leave "binary coded signatures" in the form of 
pre-progrmed fatigue striation patterns on the fracture surface. 
Such load sequences can be used to register events during fatigue 
tests and can be later identified during electron fractographic 
examination of the fracture surface, Fig.31 and 32 show typical 
binary coded load sequences and associated striation patterns. 
These load sequences were used in computer controlled crack growth 
tests on SEN specimen made from an Al-Cu alloy of 5 mm thickness. 
The load sequence in ~ig.31 contains two parts.. The sequence 
of load cycles Ln the first part is used to estimate crack opening 
stress level. The load sequence in the second part represents 
a binary number. It consists of three different naximm stress 
levels; the highest one represents ' I f ' ,  the intermediate level 
a P O b  while the lowest level is used to generate markers for 
subsequent identification on the fracture s.urface- In this sequence, 
the binary number represents the numbe.r of the current block 
( 5 6 2 )  of fatigue loads. 
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T i m e  - 
Direction of + 
Load setpence ond expected aridion pd%wn i n  Test C 
Typical fractoqraph from Test C. Striot ion represents 1562 
F I G  31 LOAD SEQUENCE FOR CRACK CLOSURE MEASWREMGNT AND 
BINARY CODED EVENT RM;ISTRATIOM ~ ~ C a T G  WITH ASSOCIATED 
STRIATION PATTERN - BINARY CODED EVENT IS LOADING 
BLOCX ER 562. 
4 
T i m e  - 
Load s e F a  ond expected striotion 
x 60fl0fl -- Direction o f  crackqmwth - 
Typical fractograph f r o m  test D showing striatio~t 
pattern representing the ASCII  encoded string 
"SEECO '83 @' 
FIG . 3  2 BINARY CODED REGISTRATION OF " SEECO-83 " ON 
FRACTURE SURFACE 
( "SEECO-83" - SOCIETY OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERS 
CONFERENCE 1983 1. 
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The expected striation pattern conputed from constant amplitude 
crack growth data appears below the load sequence. The fractograph 
(Fig.37 bottom) corresponds precisely to the expected pattern. 
From this photograph we can not only estimate the precise crack 
opening stress level but also the number of the block of loads 
(the event) for which it was measured. The results in Fig.32 
indicate the reliability of the proposed technique for event 
registration. In this test the ASCII coded load sequence represent- 
ing the character string "SEEC0'83" produced an extremely clear 
striation pattern (Fig.32 bottom) ("SEEC0'83" is the logo of 
the society of Engironmentak Engineers Conference on "Digital 
Techniques in fatigue" London, Xarch 28-30, 1983 at which this 
work was presented). This indicates that fairly conplex striation 
patterns can be reproduced with clarity provided, of course, 
the material is conducive to striation formation and the load 
levels are judiciously selected. 
This technique of event registration is being advantageously 
use6 in an on-going study on growth of short park-through cracks 
initiated at notches. The objective is to study crack growth 
behaviour including growth rates, crack front geometry and crack 
closure variation along the crack front. The studies cover both 
constant and variable amplitude loading. 
B.3. Studies on fatigue crack grawth lander variable amplitude loading 
Interesting experimental studies have been carried out on fatigue 
crack growth under variable amplitude loading (Sunder and coworkers 
1983, 1984, Sunder 1984). These studies are described after a 
brief review of fatigue crack growth under variable amplitude 
loading, analytical models and prediction techniques. 
Engineering structures are subject to a complex load environment 
which is random in nature. Fatigue crack propagation under such 
conditions is of considerable interest, particularly in the design 
of fail-safe, damage tolerant structures. Early studies of crack 
growth under simple variable amplitude loading (Schijve, 1960, 
Hudson and Hardrath, 1961) showed that application of overloads 
or reduction in load level introduced a noticeable retardation 
in crack growth rate. The practical implications of these observa- 
tions triggered exhaustive studies under various load sequences. 
A detailed review of literature on the subject was made by Schijve 
(1976, 1980) with particular reference to aircraft materials 
and load spectra. A brief summary of general observations is 
given below. This is followed by a discussion on mechanisms contri- 
buting to load interaction effects. A number of available models 
for crack growth prediction are described. The significance of 
fatigue cycle counting in life estimates is explained. 
Imad interaction effects under s-le variable wlitude Boadhq 
Positive overloads introduce noticeable delay, even arrest, in 
crack growth f von Evw and others, 1972 . Fractographic studies 
revealed the phenomenon of delayed retardation after overloads 
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(NcMillan and Kertzberg, 1968). They also show that crack extension 
during the overload itself is much greater than what one might 
expect on the basis of constant amplitude data (von Euw and others 
1972). Introduction of even a large number of intermediate load 
cycles of small magnitude (not contributing to crack growth) 
after an overload does not reduce delay, indicating that delay 
effects are crack extension dependent rather than cycle dependent 
(Potter, 1972).  Delay increases with magnitude of overload, appli- 
cation of multiple overloads (Hudson and Raju, 1970). and by 
repetition of overloads after some crack extension (Mills and 
Bertzberg, 1975, 1976). Dwell introduced at high load increases 
delay (Jonas and Wei, 1974 1 .  On the other hand, a heat soak after 
an overload can reduce or even eliminate retardation effects 
(Raju and others, 1972). 
The application of periodic underloads is known to have little 
effect on crack growth under constant amplitude loading (Hsu 
and Lassiter, 1974) .  Their application prior to a positive overload 
also is not very damaging. However negative overloads applied 
immediately after a positive overload can reduce subsequent delay 
(Schijve and others, 1961; Stephens, 4977). 
A Hi-Lo stepwise cpange in load level introduces immediate delay 
or even crack arrest (Hudson and Raju, 1970). It is not easy 
to discern any acceleration effect after a Lo-Hi transition, 
because of the rather high baseline crack growth rate. However, 
evidence is available (Mathews and Baratta, 1971) indicating 
some acceleration after such a change. 
Service load spectra essentially represent complex combinations 
of the simple load variations discussed above. It is only natural 
therefore that load spectrum effects on crack growth are also 
similar. Extensive studies at .NLR on 202443 and 7075-T6 alloy 
sheet material under a transport wing load spectrum (Schijve 
and others, 1968, 1972; Schijve, 1973) showed that: 
1. On the whole, crack extension in larger cycles is greater 
and in smaller cycles less, than what one would expect from 
constant amplitude data. Overall, crack growth rates are 
much less than linear damage accumulation estimates, 
2. Randomization of the load sequence instead of applying 
large equivalent programmed blocks increases crack growth 
rates by upto a factor of 3. However, resequencing of loads 
within individual flights !short programmed blocks ) is of 
no consequence. 
3. Introduction of the Ground-Air-Ground cycle (by including 
the associated compressive load between flights) can double 
the crack growth rate. 
4. Increase of load truncation level causes a dramatic 
increase in crack propagation llife. 
5, Variation in load frequency over upto two orders has 
no effect on the crack growth process. 
~t must be noted that most of the observations listed above pertain 
to relatively low strength, high toughness thin sheet materials 
tested in laboratory conditions. Such materials show greater sensi- 
tivity to load sequence in view of plasticity induced effects 
at the crack tip. They are susceptible not only to increased retar- 
dation (due to overloads) but also to adverse effects of underloads 
(Stephens, 7977). Thicker materials show greater constraint to 
plastic deformation. Studies on 2024-T3 material (Schijve and 
others, 1976) show that retardation effects in khicker material 
(t = 10 m) are negligible as opposed to those in thin material 
(t = 2 riun). The same study also showed that retardation is not 
affected by environment apart from the general increase in growth 
rates also observed under constant amplitude loading. 
Data in the literature indicate a mean stress effect on crack 
growth rate under spectrum loading (Schijve, 1972). These will 
be discussed later in the context of prediction models. 
Mechanisms of load interactibn 
Generalisation of fatigue crack growth data is based on the assump- 
tioq that similar crack tip conditions will give similar crack 
growth rates. This also forms the basis for a number of load inter- 
action models which attempt to explain the violation of similarity 
at the crack tip under variable amplitude 'loading. The suggested 
mechanisms include: 
1. Crack tip blunting-resharpening under the influence 
of changing load amplitude (Christensen, 1959). Assuming this 
to be a predominant mechanism, one would expect delay/accele- 
ration to be cycle dependent - experience shows rather, that 
they are crack extension dependent. 
2. Strain hardening/softenlng in the crack tip area. The 
significance of this mechanism is placed in doubt by observa- 
tions (Mills and others, 1977) that retardation behaviour 
under overloads is qualitatively similar in 2024-T3 (a cyclic 
strain hardening material) and A514F steel (whcih exhibits 
cyclic strain softening). 
3. Crack branching. A fatigue crack can branch into two 
or deflect under the influence of a tensile overload (Suresh, 
1982). Delay effects follow due to reduction in K at deflected/ 
branched crack tips with distribution of local displacements 
over two close cracks and also due to the change in plane 
of the crack. The latter also affects the mode of crack exten- 
sion. It must be pointed out that crack branching/deflection 
occurs only after very large overloads and under predominantly 
plane stress conditions. Further, this mechanism cannot explain 
most other interaction effects including that of heat soak 
after overloads. 
4. Residual stresses at the crack tip left by overloads/ 
underloads. This can explain many observations on delay/accele- 
ration. 
5. Fatigue crack closure due to interaction of residual 
deformations ahead and in the wake of the crack tip (Elber,1970). 
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Crack closure can also be induced at near threshold conditions 
by the formation of oxide- layers on the fracture surface 
(Suresh and others, 1981f. Fatigue crack closure is currently 
the most widely used mechanism in various models for crack 
growth prediction. 
6. Crack front incompatibility. Shear (slant) mode cracking 
is associated with high stress intensity while tensile (flat) 
mode crack extension is assocrated with smaller load cycles. 
Under variable amplitude loading, load interaction effects 
can arise due to incompatibility in crack front orientation 
(schijve, 1973, 19801. 
Models for prediction of crack propagation under variable amplitude loading- 
are extremely important from the viewpoint of fail-safe, damage tolerant 
design. Numerous methods are proposed in the literature. These are based 
either on one of the load interaction mechanisms listed above or on statis- 
tics of crack growth under variable amplitude loading. Many of the models 
were developed to describe delay effects under simple variable amplitude 
loading. These are only of academic interest and will not be discussed 
here. 
Crack tip blunting-resharpening 
Christensen (1959) related retardation and acceleration effects to different 
crack tip stress concentration as affected by load range. Later, McMillan 
and Pelloux (1970) used a model based on this concept to explain fractogra- 
phic observations of fatigue crack growth in 2024-T3 under repeated blocks 
of programmed and pseudo-random loading. It must be pointed out that 
these were short blocks with multiple load levels. Under such conditions, 
the crack tip area experiences a rather stable plastic zone size and 
crack extension in each cycle will be affected by current stress intensity 
excursions rather than long term load history. This model would be unable 
to explain crack extension dependent effects of retardation and acceleration 
one observes after overloads, etc. 
Residual stress models 
Wheeler ( 1972) proposed a model ' which assumes that crack growth rate 
is reduced by a retardation factor, Cr while the crack propagates through 
the plastic zone left behind by a prior overload. Cr varies exponentially 
from a fraction of one to unity in inverse proportion to the distance 
between the boundary of the current monotonic plastic zone and that of 
the overload plastic zone. The exponent in the power relation cannot 
be determined analytically. It is usually selecced to fit experimental 
data and has been found to remain fairly constant for a given type of 
spectrum loading (Keays, 1972). The model lacks a sound physical basis 
in view of its inability to explain accelerated crack growth and delayed 
retardation. 
The Willenborg model (1971) assumes retardation to be associated with 
a certain effective crack tip stress ratio (less than the remotely applied 
R) as affected by residual stresses in the overload plastic zone area. 
Unlike the wheeler model, it does not require any empirical constants 
to describe retardation, apart from baseline constant amplitude data 
as affected by R. Its limitations are similar to those of the Wheeler 
model - it is insensitive to the effect of compressive stresses. This 
model was subsequently nodified to account for crack arrest (Johnson 
and others, 1978) and the adverse effect of compressive loads (Johnson, 
1981). The latest version referred to as a "Multi-Parameter Yield Zone 
Model" has four additional empirical constants. These contribute to improved 
prediction accuracy. 
Experimental studies of crack growth under simple variable amplitude 
loading (Elber, 1971 ) as well as spectrum loading (Elber, 19'76) show 
an excellent correlation between observed results with measured values 
of crack closure stress and associated effective stress intensity. The 
phenomenon of crack closure has in recent years been subject to extensive 
theoretical and experimental studies. Numerous empirical (Bell and Wolfman, 
1976; Sunder 2978, 1979b) and analytical (Newman, 7981; de Koning, 7980) 
models have been suggested to estimate crack closure stress and associated 
crack growth rates under complex load sequences. 
It is logical to expect that fatigue crack closure is the predominant 
load interaction mechanism in thin materials. After all, crack growth 
rate is a power functio? of effective stress intensity range - which 
in turn varies linearly with crack opening stress level. Other load inter- 
action mechanisms can only have a secondary influence on crack growth 
rate. 
A modified Dugdale model was developed and successfully used by Newman 
(7981) in analytical studies of crack growth under a variety of load 
sequences. Life predictions for 6.35 rn thick 2219-T851 aluminium alloy 
sheet material under various spectrum loading conditions were very close 
to experimentally obtained values. An important element of the Newman 
model is its ability to account for thickness effect on crack closure. 
However, it must be pointed out that even the Newman model requires empiri- 
cal data on stress state (thickness) effects on crack closure. This under- 
scores the importance of experimental studies 05 the closure phenomenon. 
Under spectrum loading, crack closure stress renains more or less constant 
(Elber, 1976) and is a function of the major spectrum variables. Schi jve 
(1980) showed that reasonably accurate estimates of crack propagation 
life can be made assuming Sop to be controlled by the maximum and minimum 
stress levels in the spectrum. A regression model was developed (Sunder, 
1978, 1979al to approximate Sop as a function of spectrum truncation - 
level and spectrum severity (rms amplitude). It was checked out using 
available data for 2024-T3 and 7075-T6 obtained at NLR (Schijve and others, 
1968, 1972). This model permits accurate interpolation of crack growth 
rates for a given material and load spectrum over a wide range of mean 
stress, load truncation and omission levels. It can assist in minimizing 
the volune of testing required to evaluate fatigue performance for a 
new material or spectrum. Moreover, as Sop is assumed to be constant, 
cycle-by-cycle crack growth estimates can be avoided by resorting to I 
an equivalent stress or Miner type of calculation, thereby reducing computer 
the. 
Characteristic K app~mcb 
Barsom (1976) corrrelated variable amplitude crack growth rate data with 
constant amplitude data by plotting da/dN versus Krms. Hudson ( 1  98%) 
later used this technique to predict crack growth u~der flight-by-flight 
loading. His prediction ratios for 6.35 mm thick 2219-T857 alloy sheet 
material ranged from 0.82 to 2.73 depending on the spectrum and stress 
level. This approach can be valid for narrow band type of loading, parti- 
cularly, with a large tensile mean stress offset, where load interaction is 
less. A more realistic approach would be to correlate da/dN with a charac- 
teristic K for the given spectrum of interest. Ignoring dK/da effects 
and considering the spectrum to be of short duration, similarity at the 
crack tip is ensured by similar characteristic K. Tests at a few mean 
stress levels under aircraft manouevre spectrum loading showed reasonable 
correlation between da/dN and Km (Wanhill, 1978). 
The characteristic K approach appears to be attractive from the view 
point of engineering application - the designer is provided with a single 
curve which by integration yields crack propagation life. Unfortunately, 
this statement cannot be generalised. Even for a given load spectrum, 
material and specimen geometry, da/dN versus Km curves for different 
mean stress, Sm, do not fall into a single scatter band (Schijve and 
others, 1972). There appears to be an order of magnitude variation in 
da/dN at a given Km, depending on Sm. Schijve attributed this observation 
to the possible influence of dK/da. This appears to be unusual in view 
of the absence of dK/da effects under constant amplitude loading. 
Of the various load interaction models, the crack closure model appears 
to be the most versatile. It explains most observations including dK/da 
effect under spectrum loading. However, a few other load interaction 
mechanisms (e.g. crack front incompatibility) can also "swing into action" 
to produce anamolous results. Future work should therefore be directed 
towards the development of multi-mechanism models for prediction. purposes. 
Finally, cycle-by-cycle estimates take up more computer time than calcula- 
tions of average crack growth rates. In the process, no noticeable improve- 
ment in prediction accuracy is often achieved. ThereJore, cycle-by-cycle 
estimates may be avoided wherever spectrum duration is so short that 
truncation level loads repeat more than once within a plastic zone. 
The primary objective of most crack growth prediction technqiues has 
been to simulate interaction effects under complex load sequences and 
superimpose them on the baseline constant amplitude properties of the 
material. In the process, the vital question of fatigue cycle counting 
is often totally ignored. Unlike a constant amplitude sequence, random 
peaks and troughs seldom show discernible (closed) fatigue cycles. This 
invalidates direct application of baseline da/dN versus K data. Obviously, 
cycle counting should form an integral part of any crack growth analysis 
for random loading. A number of techniques are available for analysis 
of random load history (de Jonge, 1982). The question now arises as to 
which cycle counting technique to use in fatigue crack growth analysis. 
The Rainflow cycle counting technique has a physical basis for notch 
root fatigue studies in view of its relationship with the formation of 
closed hysteresis loops in the local stress strain diagram. The moving 
fatigue crack tip however complicates the situation. 
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It is evident that any prediction technique of fatigue crack growth under 
random loading should necessarily involve an appropriate cycle counting 
technique. The unified model based on hysteresis energy presented earlier 
indicates that the rainflow cycle counting technique is appropriate. 
An interesting experimental study has been carried out to establish the 
applicability of rain flow cycle counting in fatigue crack growth under 
random loading. carefGlly planned fatigce crack growth tests have been 
carried out, with K-control, on edge crack specimen under fighter aircraft 
spectrum loading to study the effect of dK/da on crack growth rates. 
These studies are described in some detail in the following section. 
(B.3.l)Cycle comting technique for fatigue crack propgation 
(Sunder and cowrokers, 1983, 1984) 
Fatigue analysis of engineering structures is complicated by the 
variable and often random nature of service loads. Baseline iatigue 
data are usually obtained under conditions of constant stress 
amplitude loading. During fatigue analysis, these have to be extra- 
polated to service load environment. 
The sequence of ' g q o a d s  acting on a typical combat aircraft 
during one flight is shown in Fig.l3. An important aspect of fatigue 
analysis is the process of cycle counting to identify "complete" 
load cycles from a given random sequence of peaks and troughs. 
A number of cycle counting technqiues for analyses of random loads 
are currently available. Of these, the most moxern and meaningful 
is the so called 'Rain-flowQycle counting technique. This technique 
is supported by a physical basis the closing of stress-strain 
hysteresis loops formed by the load cycles being counted. Obviously 
this technique can be considered most apprqriate for analysis 
leading to estinates of crack initiation life at n s t c h  root or 
at the root of stress concentrations. Hcwzver the use of the sane 
cycle counting techciqne over the crack gro%,+th stage regzires 
further considerations. In this stage of the fatigce process, 
- .  
we have to deal with a n~-~~ing crack tip influericea 25- a "trx.catedW 
load history due to crack closcre. 
An investigation was recer,.tly carried out to study the validity 
of the rainfiow .cycle countiag zecnnique for the fatigue crack 
growth process. Far this purpose a fatigue crack was grcwn under 
a specially designed load sequence on a computer ccntroiled fatigue 
testing machine. The basis of the Load sequences will be clear 
from the peak-trough sequence shown in Fig.33. These are divided 
into four segments A, B, C and D. As per the Rainflow technique, 
segments A and B are identical in damaging power. Each has two 
inner cycles (A?-A2, A3-A4), (B2-B3, B4-B5) and an outer cycle 
(AO-AS-A6), (BO-B1 -DO). Cycle C (A6-CI-BO) is identical to the 
counted ouzer cycles while (D2-D3-D4), (D6-D7-D8) are identical 
to the two counted inner cycles each in A and B. If a fatigue crack 
is grown under repeated blocks similar to the one in Fig.33, using 
a material and stress levels conducive to the formation of fatigue 
striations, the validity of the Rainflow cycle counting technique 
can be examined on a quantitative basis through electron fractography 
of the fatigue fracture surface. Tests were carried out using seven 
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Fig.33 LOAD SEQUENCE DESIGNED TO VALIDATE CYCLE COUNTING TECHNIQUE 
different load sequences built around the one in Fig.33, In these sequ- 
ences, the number of inner cycles as well as their magnitude were varied. 
So was the minimum stress to study possible crack closure effects (inner 
cycles below closure stress can get 'eclipsed'. 
The cycle step size in segment D was extendedto between 25 and 100 cycles, 
depending on the counted stress range of the inner cycles. This ensured 
a measurable crack extension over the entire step. Crack extension due 
to individual cycles in D was estimated by dividing total extension in 
D by step size. A typical striation pattern appears in Fig. 34 along with 
the load sequence and digitally processed fractograph. For Rainflow cycle 
counting to be valid, growth in segments A and I3 should be equal. In 
addition, 1/3rd the growth increment in A or B should be equal to 1/4th 
the increment in C plus 1/25th increment in D. The increment Do is due 
to .the stress excursion from the minimum stress in segment B to the maximum 
stress in D. Fig.35 shows the seven different load sequences used in 
tests along with the equivalent striation patterns obtained by computer 
analysis of fractographs. Also shown in the figure are the results of 
fractographic analysis. The results of this study strongly support the 
use of Rainflow cycle counting to crack growth analysis. They also point 
to large errors that may occur if range count method is used. Range counting 
is consistent with COD based models. 
(8.3.2)Fatigue crack growth under fighter aircraft spectrum loading 
(Sunder 1984) 
Fatigue crack growth data obtained under flight simulation Ioading, 
with a wide range of mean stress levels do not fall into a single 
scatter band when plotted against a characteristic K like mean 
stress intensity, Km. As mentioned earlier, this has been attributed 
to the possible influence of dK/da (Sunder 1984) .  A study has 
been carried out on fatigue crack growth in 1 and 5 mrn thick D16AT. 
Al-Cu-alloy sheet material under stress and K-controlled flight- 
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Load 
1330 
6 
steo = 100 cvdDs 
Step = 25 cycles 
o ' A ~  C C-5-0-I 
Time 
- -- 
0.5 
Min Lowest NO of Step A 5 ( A t  B) C D C +  D Errcy Error Error Error 
Sequence load peak interr size (from striation spacings o n  fractographs) A B ( A +  8) 4Ranp) 
-- 
I 0 400 3 50 100 97.66 98.83 95.77 3.23 99.01 0.99 -2.18 -0.18 -223 
2 0 400 6 25 100 82.68 91.34 67.01 14.77 81.78 18.22 0.9 9.56 -156 
3 100 500 3 100 100 112.48 106.23 108.55 1.63 110.18 -jO.l8 2.29 -3.95 -140 
4 100 500 6 40 100 91.36 95.68 65.25 17.05 82.29 17.7 9.07 13.38 -133 
5 100 400 6 40 100 116.37 108.18 48.00 90.20 108.20 ,18.2Q 8.17 -0.02 -115 
6 200 500 6 100 100 (Excluded f rom anelys~s due t o  poor quality of frectogrplphol -332 
7 300 600 5 25 100 84.73 92.37 72.52 23.84 96.36 3.W -1 1.63 -3.99 -432 
Columns: 
1. Load sequence number 
2. Minimum load in  block, Lmin (maximum load = 1000 units) 
3. Load level at lowest peak, L* 
4. Number of interruptions (inner cycles) i n  one outer cycle 
of A or 5, n 
5. Number of cycles in each step'of segment D 
6. Crack extension in one set of segment A (taken as reference 
and equal to  100%) 
7. Crack exrension in one set o f  segment 8 (%I 
8. Average crack extension in o m  wt each o f  segments A and 
B (%I 
9. Crack extension in  one cycle of scgrnent G (%) 
10. C~rnulat ive crack extension due t o  one cycle from each of aha 
steps in segment D 1%) 
I I. Rainflew counted crack extension lor A, B from fractograph (X) 
12. Difference bstwsen vaiues in columns 6 and 11 (%I 
13. Difference b t w n  values in columns 7 and 11 ($61 
14. Qifference betwasn values in columns 8 and 11 (%I 
15. Difference kenreen crack extsnsion computed using ran* 
counting and r a i n f l w  for segment A (%) 
Notes: 3. Stepwiso variation in  peakltrough Wl i n  A, B i s  given by: 
1. Values i n  columns 12. 13, 14 show difference between real and step = (1000-L* ) ln  
rainflow counted crack extension 9 4. Range o f  counted interruptions is (riven by: r e n p  - L* - Lmi, - 
2. Negative values in  column 15 indicate unconsewative nature of step 
computations from range counring 
FIG 35 SEVEN DIFFERENT LOAD SEQUENCES USED IN TESTS AND 
EmmALENT STRIATION PATTERN ALONG WITH TABLE OF 
RESULTS OF FRACTOGRAPKIC ANALYSIS, - 
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by-flight combat aircraft spectrum loading with the objective 
of evaluating the effect of dK/da in a specific manner (Sunder 
1 9 8 4 ) .  Fatigue crack growth tests were carried our on single edge 
cracked specimen, under flight simulation combat aircraft spectrum 
loading under constant mean stress levels of S =15, 20 and 25 MPa 
m 
fatigue crack growth tests were also carried out under K-control 
simulating linear variation of mean stress intensity Km with a 
zero, positive and negative Km gradients were simulated in the 
test. 
Fig.36 shows the K functions simulated in the tests and also 
n? 
crack growth rates plotted against K for all test results obtained. 
m 
The lack of correlation between K and growth rates is evident. 
r(l 
The results in Fig. 37 show the dependence of growth rates on dK /da 
m 
and the mean stress levels. An explanation for the dependence 
of growth rates on dK /da is proposed on the basis of crack closure. 
IP. 
de ~oning and Van der Linden ( 1 9 8 1 )  shcwed that crack opening 
stress level is determined by a competition of residual deformations 
in the wake and ahead o£ the crack tip. A large plas~ic zone ahead 
of the crack tip will keep the crack open even at zero load if 
the wake is not sizable. On the other hand, a large wake with 
a small plastic zone ahead of the crack tip will create a 'hump' 
effect and close the crack at a higher load level. It follows 
that residual deformations in the wake of the crack tip contribute 
to increase in crack closure stress while those ahead of the crack 
t i p  tend to reduce crack closure stress. Fig.38 shows schematically 
the deformations in the wake and ahead of the crack for dK/da = 0 
) 0 and < O conditions. It is evident that dK/da (0 conditions 
result in a higher crack joining stress level than dK/da > 0 
conditions. It should be observed that in spectrum loading, the 
crack opening stress level is controlled by the truncation level 
in. the spectrum or the maximum stress level in the spectrun. In 
the test results reported, the truncation level is nine '9'. Hence 
the K gradient for the nine stress level will be nine times 
of the Km gradient. This large gradient in K at max stress level 
in the spectrum can affect the crack opening stress level signifi- 
cantly. Even though the change in crack opening stress level may 
not be significant in magnitude with respect to the maximum stress 
level, it could be very significant compared to the lower stress 
levels in the spectrun. Since the maximum contribution to crack 
growth is made by the intermediate stress level in the spectrum, 
the effects of dK /da show up prominantly. Fig.39 shows the measured 
m 
crack opening stress level for different K-function loadings. 
An important observation that can be made from this study is that any 
laborator? data obtained under flight simulation fatigue crack growth 
testing cannot be easily used to predict fatigue crack growth in structures 
due to lack of correlation with characteristic K (or K ) and the effect 
m 
Crack length -> 
FIG 36 - FUNCTIONS SIMULATED IN TESTS 
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FIG 37 CRACK GRO!VTH RATE V s  Km PLOTS OBTAINED FROM TESTS UNDER 
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF MEAN STRESS AND dK/da 
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FIG 38  RESIDUAL C ? R X K  "PIP DEFORNTIBNS FOR DIFFERENT 
K - GRADIEST TEST CONDITIONS, 
K, f u n c t i o n s  (HPaTn): 
H: 9 + 1800ra (CA l o a d i n g )  
h 
R :  9 + 3600Xa 
73 i C: IS + 1800ma c $ m$ D: 45 - 1800aa . ' 
- 4 E :  54 - 3$80mac 
F: 63 - 5400xa 
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Crack length, rnm 
F I G  39 MEASURED CRaCK OPENING STRESS LEVELS UNDER 
CONSTANT AMPLITUDE AND SPECTRIM LOADING CONDITIONS,  
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Lrack lenqth, rnm --> 
FIG 4 0  SEGMENT SIMULATION TECHNIQUE ( S S T )  - SEGMENT 
SIMULATION OF K - FUNCTION O F  S T I F F E N E D  PANEL - 
VERTICAL L I N E S  DEMARCATE SEGMENTS TO BE SIMULATED 
ON INDIVIDUAL SPECIMEN : DOTTED L I N E S  INDICATE OVERLAP 
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of dK/da. An engineering solution to this problem is to use the so calied 
segment simulation technique ESST). Let a wing skin panel for which fatigue 
crack growth prediction is required for flight loading, have a K function 
of the type shown in Fig. 40. The K function can be broken into maltiple 
segments, each c~vering a crack length interval well within the width 
of a standard laboratory SENT (Single Edge Notched Tension) specimen 
as indicated in the figure. 
As per SST, using eight 75 mm wide S ~ T  specimens, one can simulate crack 
propagations in a panel with crack grs~th interval exceeding 170 m. Each 
specimen would cover a segment of 25 to 30 mm only. Both X and dK/da 
over this interval in the specimen should coincide with those in the 
corresponding panel segment. The K function for segments to be simulated 
in individual specimens can be adequately approximated by a fourth order 
polynomial. Test data under flight simulation loading obtained on these 
specimens can then be put together to predict crack growth in the panel. 
INATION OF S SLTY FACTORS FOR CPE@ 
EDGE mcm PLATES 
(Subramanyam and Co-workers 1 9 8 3 )  
Photoelastic investigations have been Earried out to determine the effect 
of CFRP patches on stress intensity factors for edge cracked plates in 
tension. The parameters investigated are the length and location of CFRP 
patches. Fig.41 indicates the isochromatic fringe patterns obtained in 
a photoelastic edge cracked specimen with a CFRP patch, Characterisation 
of fracture resistance of CFRP patched single edge cracked Al-alloy specimen 
by J integral evaluated experimentally using strain gage technique has 
also been attempted. 
P A m m  PLATS m D m  C O N S T m  MLI"PUDE 
AETD FL GS 
(Rameshchandra and Sunder 7984) 
Fatigue crack growth was studied in aluminium alloy plates reinforced 
by adhesive bonding a unidirectional carbon fibre epoxy patch across 
the crack path. Tests were carried out under constant amplitude and 
flight-by-flight combat aircraft spectrum loading. Comparative tests 
were also conducted on unpatched plates. The composite patch considerably 
reduces crack growth rates. The improvement in resistance to fatigue 
crack growth is more pronounced under spectrum loading condition. Fig.42 
shows crack growth rates as a function of crack length for patched and 
unpatched conditions under constant amplitude and spectrum loading at 
1 9' stress levels of 80 MJ?a and 25 MPa respectively. 
R&D activity at NAL in the area of fatigue and fracture ranges from basic 
studies on materials behaviour to work of applied nature involving fatigue 
testing of large scale structures such as airframes. An important segment 
of the activities is the design, fabrication and setting up of sophisticated 
testing facilities in addition to developing new techniques of fatigue 
crack growth testing under complex loadings which merits to be considered 
as front line work in testing technology. 
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FIG 42 FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH RATES IN PATCHED SPECIMEN 
UNDER CONSTANT AMPLITUDE AND FLXGHT SIMULATION 
LOADING 
Some of the research work such as the fractographic technique of crack 
opening stress determination, fractographic validation of cycle counting 
technique, fatigue crack growth under flight simulationn loading with 
K-control and the analytical modelling of fatigue crack growth in an 
unified manner based on energy bslance, are bonnd to have a significant 
impact on the progress in the field of fatigue and fracture mechanics. 
The life evaluation.programes have contributed very useful results to 
the IAF and HAL. 
Future programmes of work include, application of fractographic event 
registration technique to study growth of short part through cracks initi- 
ated at notches, studies on CFRP composites under flight simulation loading 
at laminate level, joints level and structural component level, studies 
to determine threshold levels under spectrum loading conditions, and 
further developments in segment simulation techniques. 
The work described in the paper carried out over a period of more than 
a decade would not have been possible but for the encouragement and guidance 
of Dr. Valluri. 
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